Hydraulic Post-Mix

THE FIRST IN THE WORLD!

Wunder-Bar set the Gold Standard for soft drink dispensing with the World’s first 14 product carbonated and non-carbonated hydraulic post mix bar dispenser. This versatile bar gun can be configured for most combinations of carbonated and non-carbonated and even non-carbonated premixed products. Choose from a variety of post mix type dispensers from 5 to 14 different products. These dispenser are available with permanent, quick disconnect or flow-regulated type manifolds and in many different corporate franchise colors.

These units are field convertible at any time from carbonated to non-carbonated and wine. Our dispenser assemblies are precision machined. Precision machined diffusers provide better carbonation and minimal brix stratification. They also provide for softer, faster flow rate with minimal foaming. Separate valves for soda and flavors provide easy service.

Finally, all Wunder-Bar postmix type flexhose dispensers include two water meter adjustment screws which allow 2:1 ratio products to be brixed independently from 4:1 or 5:1 ratios. No more sacrificing flow rates to obtain a 2:1 brix!

Also available - Wunder-Bar Juice dispensers from 5 to 12-products. These dispensers also include the two water metering screw adjustments.

The newest addition to the Wunder-Bar flexhose family is our new Energy Drink dispenser. One or two-button dispensers include barrier tubings for product positions.

NSF listed dispensers are also available.

8-Button Dispenser
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Energy Drink Dispenser
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Pour your favorite energy drink with one or two flavor options.

Juice Dispenser
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